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A tin can’s not going
to teach me how
to make a tajine!!

KLIK
Why not?! I have more
than 4,500 recipes in
my memory bank!

Most definitely! My recipes have all been
tested and approved by the finest palates
of the galaxy! KRRRRT!

Inedible to your
uncouth species,
maybe!

KRLZ

UNCOUTH?!
ME?!?!

Of which half
are iNEDiBLE!!

Still nothing?
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No. But, if we go by
the bathymetric sounder’s
measurements, we should have
already reached it…

1664 meters…
Beyond 1,000 meters, the sounder does start to
lose precision. And we’re already at 1664 meters.
The thickness of the ice
must have interfered
with measuring.

In a hundred
meters or so, we’ll
touch the continent’s
soil layer.

Well… let’s hope that
we find what we’ve been
looking for, then.

Let’s hope that the Stromboli’s
batteries hold up, above all else….
The longer we stretch out the plasma
ray, the more energy the drill eats up.

The auxiliary reserves are already
nearly empty… if we keep going…
We’re going to
find ourselves
out of…

What’s going on?
Why did the drill
stop?

Because it’s come
across something in its way.
The probes indicate a large
quantity of metal.

Metal? So…
is this it?! Did
we find it?!

Maybe…

… The only way
to find out…

… Is to head down there…
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Yep,
all good!

Is it tight enough?

I just put the potatoes in
the tajine. They can’t turn
into a purée.

Right, the cable
might be short by a
couple dozen meters.
You will have to
complete your descent
on your own, from
that point.

Be careful, and
prevent purée.
Gotcha…

Head down
slowly, and
check your
footing.
BRZZ.

Don’t be careless!
KLK. Seeing the thickness
of the ice, whatever is at
the bottom of this hole
has been there for more
than 200,000 years. So
it won’t fly away.

Carlo.
You copy?
Yeah, well…
don’t take too
long, y’know!

I’m ready. You can
pay the rope out.

OK!
Here we
go…

Go on,
accelerate
a bit!
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What worries me
more, is what I’m seeing
over there…

Are you sure that the cable is
strong enough? VLRR…

Don’t worry about
that. It was built to
resist traction of
up to several tons.
KRRRR!
What is it?

Powder snow clouds.
Looks like the wind is
picking up…

ARRRRGH!!

We’re heading
towards the end of
the cable! I’m slowing
your descent!

My tajine!!

It’s what
I feared! We’re
on the path of
a katabatic
wind!

THE TENT!!

Nao, can you hear
me? We’re about to be
caught in a storm!

You gotta resurface,
immediately.

That’s out of
the question! I’ve just
started rappelling
down.

I’m not at risk
of anything,
where I am.

Go get yourself
to shelter and alert
me when the wind’s
died down.
What kind
of metal?

That won’t be
a problem, I’ve
got stuff to keep
me occupied. I just
reached the bottom.
I’m standing on
a sort of metal
plaque.

Nao to Stromboli,
everything OK up there?

Yeah. But it’s blowing hard.
The wind has picked up to over 125 mph,
and it keeps getting stronger. It would
be impossible to get you back
up right now.

With a little
bit of luck, I’ll find
an opening…
I’m enlarging
the base of the well
with a welding torch.

… before the battery
dies.
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I don’t know. But
it seems to be extremely
resistant, and with a thick shield.
I won’t manage to pierce
it with my equipment.

THE DRILL!!!

IT’S TURNED BACK ON!!

NAO!!

Nao, how… ?

Nao, answer!
Can you hear me?!

WHAT ARE YOU GUYS
DOiNG UP THERE?!

TURN OFF
THE DRiLL! QUiCK!
THE HEAT IS
UNBEARABLE!
Where
you going?

Rabah!
Come
with me!

Out! The drill
is powered by the auxiliary
batteries. We gotta go
outside to unplug it1

Hey!
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AN ELEPHANT
WOULDN’T MANAGE
TO STAY UPRiGHT
IN THiS WiND!

Why isn’t the energy
centrally controlled?!

Because the distribution
unit’s out of order!

…

HOW LONG HAVE I SAiD TO
TRASH THAT FLYiNG PiECE
OF SHiT!

All sorted! Make
sure that the youngster
is still alive! KLK.

The Stromboli isn’t a piece
of shit! And it doesn’t just
do stuff on its own!

Stromboli to Nao,
do you copy?

Yeah. I…

Nao?

Everything
okay… ?

It’ll be eight
months since
he left!

I’VE HAD
ENOUGH!

C’mon,
c’mon…

EIGHT MONTHS!!

And the last time
he stopped by, he only
stuck around for
fifteen days!

You gotta see
his point of
view, Mi-Nuee. His
foundation is
very important
to him.

And not just for him.
Several animal species owe
him their survival. Nao has
got big responsibilities.

He’s also got
responsibilities as
a father and a husband!
Ylo’s ten years old,
and barely knows
his own father!

What d’you want…
Nao surely needs
to live amongst
his own kind.

?
I mean, his
people…

HiS OWN KiND?!?

WE ARE HiS
PEOPLE!!
He’s a human,
and… ?!
His adoptive people, yes,
but you know that Nao is not at
all a member of our race.

MOM!
GRANDPA!!

PAPA’S BACK!

Nao…

Mi-Nuee!

PAPA!!
YLO!

Look at you,
almost a man!

Happy to see that
you remembered
us…

It’s okay, Melkeiok, she’s right.
I wasn’t terribly present these
past few years. But it’s
all going to
change.

How long do
you think you’ll
stay in Aquablue,
this time?

Really?!?
Are you coming
to live with
us?!
Come on, Mi-Nuee…
don’t hassle him
about that right now!
Your husband’s just
finished a long
voyage.
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I won’t promise
anything, but that’s possible.
It all depends on what
the Grand Council will
say to the question
I have for them…

Kings of the Islands,
ambassadors of
the thousand tribes!

Many of you know him. Almost
twenty years ago, he helped us fight off
the men coming from space, who sought to
transform our world in to an icy desert.

We chased these men out, and Nao
spoke to the great leaders of their people.
They consider our planet a sanctuary now,
and colonization of it has been forbidden
by their laws.

We are gathered
here today at the request
of Tumu-Nao.

Today, Tumu-Nao has a request
to present to us. I will let
him speak.

Thank you, Urukthapel. Before I perform my request, I would like to remind
you that we would not have been able to save Aquablue without the help
of the Atalans.

Dlooal, their representative,
has honored us today with
his presence.

According to this legend,
the natives of Aquablue had,
thousands of years ago,
landed on the Earth with
a primitive spacecraft.

We have found
that spacecraft.

During our first meeting,
Dlooal had told me
of an old legend.
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